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Yokohama, Japan and Houston, TX
Chiyoda Corporation (Chiyoda), WorkPacks, Inc. and Construct-X, LLC are pleased to
announce a joint development project for a software solution for Engineering and Procurement
work packaging: the EP See ™ WorkPacks™ module. EP See™ provides custom-tailored
functionality for Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) users on large industrial and
construction projects. The EP See™ product is being developed under a new model of
collaboration by the WorkPacks™ team, combining expertise and functional vision from Chiyoda
in cooperation with Advanced Work Packaging (AWP ) expertise from Construct-X. No other
software provides equivalent capability to manage the engineer’s data and work packaging
needs, for the EPC client and their collaborators.
WorkPacks is realizing Chiyoda’s vision with the EP See™ module in the WorkPacks™ platform
and makes visualization of massive engineering datasets look effortless. Chiyoda stated, “AWP
starts from front loading in the Engineering stage, and we needed to visualize the Engineering
status for the full application of AWP. With the technology and knowledge of Construct-X and
WorkPacks, we found it is achievable and we are pleased with the new product. Anyone who
knows what they are looking at, will know that this is not easy to achieve.”
WorkPacks CIO, Rayan Jreije is also enthusiastic about this new model of rapid software
development: “This program is very exciting to me. We’ve taken input from the real-world, on
the ground experts from one of the world’s leading EPCs, Chiyoda, and the most experienced
global AWP experts at Construct-X and combined that industry-leading expertise and vision with
the WorkPacks™ team of fast-moving, agile developers to create a world-class product in near
record time. The EP See™ product is elegant, but I am also encouraged by the validation of this
model of development and I look forward to engaging in similar future development projects with
our valued partners at Construct-X and Chiyoda.”
The Chiyoda team will be using the product to improve their workflow and data management on
a major construction project in the Middle East in early Q3 2021 with further deployments and
public availability to follow in 2021-22. This deployment will enable vastly improved project
efficiency as well as cost and time savings providing for reduced environmental impact locally
and improved project sustainability globally.

About Chiyoda Corporation
Chiyoda Corporation is a world-leading, fully integrated engineering company and EPC
contractor. Since its founding in 1948, Chiyoda has provided engineering, procurement,
construction, operation and maintenance services in a wide range of business fields including
Oil & Gas, Chemicals and petrochemicals in over 60 countries around the world. . Chiyoda is
accelerating company-wide digital transformation into a new leading engineering company to
totally digitalize project execution and create cooperative operations though improving work
efficiency, risk management, profitability reinforcement, and agile human resources
assignments.

About WorkPacks
WorkPacks™ is a light weight, but scalable, Virtual Construction Modeling Platform with guided
Path of Construction planning. Through all stages the project lifecycle, WorkPacks enables
sequencing, production, and completion of work packages in a unique and stunning visual
reporting environment. As a one-of-a-kind decision support tool, WorkPacks™ visualizes,
analyzes, and continuously updates the Path of Construction. WorkPacks™ is a Jovian
Ventures Network Company.

About Construct-X
Construct-X is a consultancy focused on the construction and heavy industry sectors providing
Owner-Operators, EPCs and their partners both guidance and hands-on development to
achieve transformational improvements in efficiency and project delivery performance through
best-in-class AWP solutions. With more than a decade of direct experience, Construct-X
designs, implements, and manages AWP system deployments for global, Fortune 100 firms.
Construct-X is a Jovian Ventures Network Company.
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